
EU CITIZENS: 

The enrolment of the candidates admitted to the Faculty of Medicine - English teaching module,  in the academic year 2021/2022, 1st year of study, will 
take place in September (01.09.2021-30.09.2021). 

 
Candidates must come in person, to the Foreign Students Office, within the Rectorate of the University (37 Dionisie Lupu Street, Sector 2, Bucharest) with 
the complete file, including the document issued by the Ministry of Education, attesting the recognition / equivalence of the studies carried out 
abroad, respectively the “ADEVERINTA PROVIZORIE” or the “ADEVERINTA DE ECHIVALARE” of the studies. 

The enrollment is conditional upon fulfilling the following requirements:  

- submitting the entire file (all the documents from the platform in hardcopy), the high school diploma in the original (or a notary statement, specifying the 
date when the high school diploma in the original is to be submitted - certified translation into Romanian) and the certificate of linguistic competency-copy; 

 -fulfilling the legal conditions for enrollment, including the recognition and equivalence of the high school studies by the Ministry of National Education in 
Romania;  
- signing the study contract and paying the financial obligations; payment of at least 50%, non-refundable fee, out of the total of 7500 euro / 
academic year, the equivalent in LEI, calculated at the BNR exchange rate on the day of payment, in the account: 
 
BANCA BENEFICIAR : UMF "Carol Davila" București  
BANCA: Banca Comercială Română  
CONT: RO87RNCB0090000509620141  
COD SWIFT: RNCBROBU  
 

 

 

 

 



NON-UE CITIZENS: 

The enrolment of the candidates admitted to the Faculty of Medicine - English teaching module,  in the academic year 2021/2022, 1st year of study, will 
take place in September (01.09.2021-30.09.2021). 

Candidates must come in person, to the Foreign Students Office, within the Rectorate of the University (37 Dionisie Lupu Street, Sector 2, Bucharest) with 
the complete file.  

The enrollment is conditional upon fulfilling the following requirements:  

- submitting the entire file (all the documents from the platform in hardcopy), the high school diploma in the original (or a notary statement, specifying the 
date when the high school diploma in the original is to be submitted - certified translation into Romanian) and the certificate of linguistic competency-copy; 

 - fulfilling the legal conditions for enrollment, including the obtaining of  the Letter of Acceptance; the enrollment in the study programmes of the 
university depends on obtaining the Letter of Acceptance to studies. Failure to receive the Letter of Acceptance denies your enrollment.  

- signing the study contract and paying the financial obligations; the tuition fee for the students enrolled in the academic year 2021/2022 shall be paid in full 
in the following account: 

UMF "Carol Davila" București  

BANK: Banca Comercială Română  

ACCOUNT: RO19RNCB0090000509620007  

SWIFT CODE: RNCBROBU 

The full payment of the tuition fee is one of the conditions for getting student visa, issued by the Romanian Embassy from the country of origin! 

 
DO NOT PAY THE TUITION FEE, BEFORE RECEIVING THE ACCEPTANCE LETTER! THE LETTER OF ACCEPTANCE WILL BE 
SENT TO YOU BY E-MAIL! 

 

 


